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With utmost appreciation, Advanced Neurology 2019 thanks all the 

participants for his or her sincere efforts to position our third World 

Congress on Neurology and medical specialty, Oct 07-08, 2019 in 

national capital, European nation a productive and unforgettable one. In a 

row of series, Pulsus cluster has completed over 3 international Neurology 

conferences. we'd love to convey all of our outstanding dignitaries of 

world neuro congress for presenting North American country with the 

sumptuous keynotes, speakers, convention attendees, students, 

establishments, media partners and guests for creating Advanced 

Neurology 2019 successful and top-notch event. Pulsus cluster hosted the 

third World Congress on Neurology and medical specialty throughout Oct 

07-08, 2019 in national capital, European nation at Rafaelhoteles Forum 

Alcalá with the theme “Neurology! Heal the globe of medical specialty 

Impairments...” Benevolent response and active participation was received 

from the Editorial Board Members of supporting International Journals 

still as from the leading tutorial scientists, researchers, analysis students, 

students and leaders from the fields of Neurology, neurobiology and 

neurotherapeutics World Health Organization created this event 

productive. The neurology conference became marked with the help of the 

attending of young and good researchers, enterprise delegates and gifted 

pupil communities representing larger nations, who've driven this event 

into This neurology conference highlighted through numerous periods on 

medical specialty problems studies. Advanced Neurology 2019 witnessed 

associate degree uniting of incomparable speakers World Health 

Organization enlightened the gathering with their information and 

mentioned on varied new-fangled topics associated with the fields of The 

neurology congress proceedings were performed through varied scientific 

sessions and comprehensive lectures. Neurology conference turned into 

embarked with a gap ceremony in the midst of manner of a sequence of 

lectures introduced by manner of each Honourable guests and contributors 

to The adepts of European nation Neurology Conference publicised the 

topic matter with their glorious communication and testimonials obtained 

from the Keynote speakers; Asha Mankowska | Your Favorite Business 

Coach | USA ZaigaKalnberza-Ribule | National Rehabilitation 

CenterVaivari | Republic of Latvia Svike | National Rehabilitation 

CenterVaivari | Republic of Latvia Paola Valero-Ávila | University Jaume 

I | European nation The event enlightened varied areas of Advanced 

Neurology with Workshops and comprehensive lectures from the speakers 

of varied universities and organizations like National Rehabilitation 

CenterVaivari | Republic of Latvia Shiraz University of Medical Sciences 

| Asian nation National University of eire Irish Free State |Ireland We also 

are duty-bound to numerous delegate professionals, organization 

representatives and completely different eminent personalities World 

Health Organization supported the conference by manner of facilitating 

active discussion boards. we have a tendency to clearly convey the 

Organizing Committee participants for his or her gracious presence in 

neurology conference, guide, and help towards the action of Advanced 

Neurology 2019. Finally however significantly, the support of our 

collaborators, media partners like Crowd Reviews, Enliven Archive, Kind 

Congress, Manuscript Edit, Pink Medico, Placid Way, Tabeeby, The 

company Times and Vydya Health additionally place a significant role 

within the grand completion of our event. 6th Congress on Anxiety 

Depression and Stress Management was with success dead on March 

eighteen & nineteen, 2019 in London, UK. The global crowd World 

Health Organization showed their gracious presence at Stress 

Management 2019 happiness to the varied field of Spine and Spinal 

Disorders contributed to creating it productive. The event was organized 

at piece of furniture Heathrow building. The attendees had a good time to 

act and utilize the chance to network to the folks from all round the world 

from the varied field of Stress analysis, The conference had associate 

degree efficacious echo of talks over the theme “Optimize Brain, soul, 

and well-being so as to ascertain desired life. 


